
If you ever want to start a good debate
(argument?) among programmers, (espe-
cially COBOL programmers), start dis-

cussing coding style with regard to the way the
source code appears. From indentation to the
use of the infamous GO TO and then on to
scope terminators, such a discussion is sure to
get livelier and livelier as time goes by.

And the beauty of it all is that there is no
“right” way to code, other than the standards
that are enforced at a given installation. As
long as the code is reasonably maintainable,
everyone wins. I can read just about any style
of coding.

This month, I will try to make the case for
using mixed-case in COBOL source code. This
is something that has been supported in COBOL
for many years, but virtually no one uses it.

I do not intend to be dogmatic and preachy
about my personal choice of mixed-case
source. Instead, I just want to toss out my rea-
sons for using it and hopefully get a good
debate (argument?) going.

40 PLUS YEARS OF
COBOL SOURCE

COBOL had about a 10 year head start on C
back around 1970. C came into existence around
1970. Both C and COBOL might be called the
senior citizens of the programming world.

I personally have worked on COBOL
source of all shapes and sizes for almost 30
years now. Most of the programs have been
pedestrian business types of programs. Most
were too large. Many were confusing bowls of
spaghetti. A few were shining gems.

The point here is that there are mountains of
COBOL source code “out there” and no one in
their right mind would even attempt to rewrite
or pretty up a lot of this old source.

But when writing a brand new, modern pro-
gram, maybe a little 21st century dash is in order.

COBOL IS CASE INSENSITIVE

To be 100 percent clear, the COBOL compiler
could care less if the source data is mixed, all
upper or all lower case. COBOL is not like Java,
where the case of the source is critical to the oper-
ation of the program. Thank goodness for that!

However, to my eye, mixed case just looks
better. I think this is because it makes me feel
more like I am actually “writing” something—
-much like I write this column. Imagine what
you would think of the text in any magazine if
it were in all upper case.

Coding in mixed case also seems to require-
to require more discipline of me. I guess this is
because mixed-case source looks more “mod-
ern” to me, and I enjoy making it look good.
After all those years of working with green-
screen, upper-case source, I needed a change.

On the Internet, it is a common convention
to type in all capitals WHEN YOU ARE
SHOUTING! Who needs a COBOL program
shouting at them?

COMBINING MIXED CASE
WITH COLOR

Being a huge fan of the HI ISPF edit com-
mand (color HIGHLITE), I find that using
mixed case AND colorized editing really
keeps me focused on the accuracy of the code.

When I want to make something like a
negative logic “NOT” jump out, I use all
capitals and set it off with an extra space on
both sides. The keyword-coloring feature
(Red, by default) for a language works per-
fectly, regardless of case. Seeing something
that is both red and in all caps helps draw
my eye to it.

Figure 1 shows an example of how I
choose to mix case when coding in COBOL
nowadays.

CONCLUSION

I have to confess something: I have a pow-
erful edit macro that will correctly alter the
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The basic rule that I follow is to capitalize the first letter of every word and “sub-word” (a node of an element name
divided by a dash). When I want something to JUMP OUT, I use all capital letters. 

Quoted strings in Value clauses, of course, must remain in whatever case is required for their proper appearance or
function.

01  ENQ-DEQ-Work-Area.
05  ENQ-DEQ-Major        Pic  X(08) Value “NASPA”.
05  ENQ-DEQ-Minor        Pic  X(07) Value “TECHSUP”.

ENQ-DEQ-Return-Code  Pic S9(04) Binary.
.
.
.
Procedure Division Using Run-Time-Parm.

Perform 1000-Initialize                     Thru 1000-Exit.
Call “CSRENQ01” Using ENQ-DEQ-Work-Area.
Perform 2000-All-Processing                 Thru 2000-Exit

Until Finished.
Call “CSRDEQ01” Using ENQ-DEQ-Work-Area.
Perform 9000-Finalize                       Thru 9000-Exit.
GoBack.

FIGURE 1 – THE MIXED-CASE STYLE I PREFER
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case of a COBOL program to suit my tastes. It
uses sub-string parsing and will not change
anything inside a quoted string.

It can operate on the entire text of the
COBOL program, on specific blocks (or indi-
vidual lines) and even in point-and-shoot
mode for a specific string.

Sometime later this year, I will write about
it and explain how it works in greater detail.

Mixed case COBOL source code has eye
appeal. Try it and see if you like it.

Caution: Watch out for some third-party
language processors. Some COBOL pre-
compilers and source code “pretty-printers”
and analyzers don’t seem to be able to fully
recognize mixed-case COBOL.  
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